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PMD = 0.03 ps/km In
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Dynamic gain control for discrete Raman
flber amplifier
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Among the various competing candidates for
next generation fiber amplifier, Fiber Raman amCTuJl Fig. 3. (a) Histograms showing how the mean and standard deviation of the Raman PDG deplifiers (RFAs) are recently attracting many recrease as the PMD is increased from 0.03 to 0.09 to 0.15 p ~ / k m ” (b)
~ ; and (c) show the mean PDG and
searchers’ attention in DWDM system due to
the standard deviation of the Raman gain versus PMD (and l/PMD) for a IO-km Raman amplifier
their distinctive flexibility in bandwidth designs
(where the PDG and gain are normalized to the average gain).
and growing maturity of high power pump module technologies.’-’ Despite the simplicity of the
architecture of a Raman amplifier, many issues,
such as gain flattening, double Rayleigh scatternal power fluctuations are monitored with an
measured and simulated PDG for 0.06 p ~ / k m ’ / ~ ing noise, ASE noise must be considered in the
design of the amplifier and the systems that use
optical spectrum analyzer (OSA).
PMD. Note the simulated and experimental rethem. Further more, in the design of optical amWithin the amplifier, 11 polarization consults closely agree. Similarly, figs. 2(c) and (d)
plified link for DWDM application in a network
trollers (PCs) are placed at approximately 800 m
show the measured and simulated distributions
scenario, the number and the power level of the
intervals. By changing these PCs between meaof the instantaneous Raman gain. Again, the siminput channels may vary randomly in time,
surements, we induced random variations in the
ulated and experimental results are in agreement.
therefore it is also essential to stabilize the amplipolarization mode coupling within the transmisSince our experimental results are presently
fier gain profile. In this paper, We investigated the
sion fiber that would otherwise only occur over a
limited to only a single PMD value (we are lookissue of dynamic gain control for Raman fiber
long period of time. We verified this technique by
ing for higher PMD fibers to further our experiamplifier through theoretical simulation. The bataking 500 samples of instantaneous differential
ments), the simulation was used to investigate
sic idea is similar to a gain-clamped EDFA. That
group delay (DGD) at our signal wavelength
how the PDG statistics vary for different values
is, by introducing an all-optical feedback lasing
while randomly changing the PCs between meaof PMD. Our simulation models a fiber with
signal sustained by the amplifier itself, we hope
surements. The resulting DGD distribution (fig.
PMD as a series of 1000 equal length sections
that the gain profile of a RFA can be clamped to
1) closely approximates the expected Maxwellian
with random polarization mode coupling bethe desired level. To our knowledge, this is the
and yields an average PMD of 0.06 p ~ l k m ” It
~.
tween them. The Raman gain of each section defirst time this issue is being dealt with.
should also be noted that the PDL of our setup is
pends on the relative polarizations of the signal
The proposed gain-clamp Raman amplifier is
10.33 dB, which is about 1dB less than our averand pump. Fig. 3(a) shows that even modest inshown in Fig. 1, where both the pumps and the
age PDG.
creases in the PMD reduce both the average and
lasing light are designed to counterpropagate
spread of the PDG distribution. Fig. 3(b) shows
against the signals. Such a design is necessary to
Results
the normalized variation of the mean PDG vercompress the channel crosstalk in DWDM sysFig. 2(a) shows the measured PDG distribution.
sus PMD. The results show that a total PMD of
tems since the intensity of the lasing light can be
The 11 PCs were varied randomly between each
0.66 ps (0.2 ps/km’/’ x (10 km)”’) is enough to
very strong in some time. The stable perforof the 500 samples. During each measurement,
reduce the mean PDG to as low as 10% of the avmance of the proposed gain-clamped RFA was
the output signal power was monitored while the
erage gain. Fig. 3(c) shows the normalized variainput signal SOP was varied randomly. The maxtion of the standard deviation of the Raman gain
imum achieved power fluctuation determines
versus PMD. Also note that the constant slope in
PUMPS
the PDG since the average Raman gain, which
fig. 3(b) shows that the product of the mean
was also measured at each data point, remained
PDG and the PMD of the link remains constant,
constant at 3.4 k 0.15 dB (variation due to PDL).
x PMD (fig. 3(c)).
as does oCain
Signals
To further verify our measurement technique,
another 500 samples were taken without changReferences
ing the 11 PCs at all (over a period of only four
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CTuJ2 Fig. 2. Gain and noise figure of a conventional Raman fiber amplifier.
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CTuJ2 Fig. 3. Gain and noise figure of a
gain-clamped Raman fiber amplifier.

simulated. In our simulation, we considered the
pump-pump, pump-signal, signal-signal, pumplasing light, and signal-lasing light interactions,
temperature dependent ASE noise and Rayleigh
backward scattering noise. The parameters used
in our simulation are given as follows. Pump
wavelength: 1425 nm, 1455 nm and 1480 nm.
The corresponding pump power is 1.6 w, 0.3 w,
and 0.4 w, respectively. 100 incoming signal
(1510 nm to 1610 nm, 1 nm separation). Fiber
length = 6 km and the fiber effective area = 50
pm2. The Raman gain profile of silicon fiber was
chosen from?
Fig. 2 gives the calculated gain spectrum profile and noise figure of a RFA without gain control. We can see that, when the incoming signal
power (each channel) varying from -24 dBm to
-30 dBm, the signal gain fluctuation can be more
than 3.5 dB. However, when we introduce a lasing light as is shown in Fig. 1, the gain fluctuation
can be compressed. Such a result is clearly shown
in Fig. 3, where the lasing wavelength was chosen
to be 1565 nm. It can be seen that, gain variation
compression of more than 3 dB can be obtained
over 45 nm bandwidth (from 1545 to 1590).
However, when the lasing wavelength is chosen
to be shorter or longer, our simulation shows
that, the gain-clamping effects becomes worse.
For example, for lasing wavelength at 1540 nm or
1590 nm, the calculated 3 dB gain compression
bandwidth is less than 20 nm. In addition, our
calculation shows that, the optimal lasing wavelength is dependent on the Raman gain profile,
fiber length and pump powers.
Similar to the case of a gain-clamped EDFA,
the noise figure will increase when a lasing light is
introduced.
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Wavelength Tunable CW Raman Fiber Ring
Laser Operating at 1486-1551 nm
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Erbium doped fiber lasers and amplifiers have
provided a wealth of high power sources in the
1530 to 1580 nm spectral region. Other dopants
such at Ytterbium and Thulium offer gain in other limited spectral regions but the non-linear effect of stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) provides for gain at any wavelength with the
provision of a suitable pump source.’” Here we
detail the optimization of a tunable fiber Raman
ring laser with CW output between 1486 and
1551 nm, and use it to provide Raman gain over a
tunable wavelength range of 1589 to 1650 nm.
The experimental configuration of our tunable wavelength, CW, Raman ring laser is shown
in fig. 1. A cascaded Raman fiber laser with an
output power of 1.58 W (post coupler) at 1420
nm was used as the pump source. Optical circulators, with a loss of <1 dB between 1450 and
1550 nm were used to mix and extract signal and
pump wavelengths in a counter-propagating Raman amplifier configuration. This gave the advantage of removing pump radiation from the
tunable laser output. Dispersion shifted fiber
(DSF) was used as the Raman active medium
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with the optimum length for high power output
of the tunable laser determined experimentally. A
broadband optical coupler was used to extract
the tunable laser power and seed the ring laser,
again, the coupling ratio was determined experimentally for optimum power output and wavelength tunability. A 4.8 nm tunable band pass filter (TBPF) was chosen for low loss (<0.8 dB) and
extended wavelength tunability of 1456 to 1551
nm. The use of a broad bandpass filter reduces
the detrimental effect of SBS in the gain fiber.
After optimization, the CW ring laser was
used as a wavelength tunable pump source for a
counter-propagating pump and signal Raman
fiber amplifier with 20 km of standard telecommunications fiber (STF).
The optimum length of the DSF was experimentally determined to be of the order of 9 km.
Optimum output was achieved using an optical
coupler (attenuation <0.8 dB) with a 60:40 power ratio of laser output: seed. The transmission
loss with wavelength of the optical coupler and
round trip of the unpumped ring laser (without
tunable filter) are shown in Fig. 2. The power
output of the optimized ring laser with wavelength is also shown in Fig. 2.
The 3 dB line width of the ring laser output
was around 1.5 nm for all tunable wavelengths.
Peak output power was 420 mW at 1516 nm. The
counter propagating pump and signal ASE spectra of a 20 km STF Raman fiber amplifier
pumped using the CW wavelength tunable ring
laser are shown in fig. 3.
The wavelength tunable Raman ring laser
demonstrated here has a tuning range of 1486
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CTuJ4 Fig. 1. Experimental configuration of
wavelength tunable CW Raman fiber ring laser.

CTuJ4 Fig. 3. ASE power spectra of 20 km
STF Raman fiber amplifier pumped with the CW
wavelength tunable laser.

